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**T&T: content**

1 week training modules with 10-20 students, multi-country

5 projects of 3 M€ each (2 completed, 3 ongoing)

Regulatory topics which are skill and technology based, but not country specific

Available to all INSC partners and others after permission by Project Manager.
Training and Tutoring Regulatory Nuclear Safety

More information on T&T please visit our web site (with links to Iter-Consult and ENSTTI).

(http://nuclear.jrc.ec.europa.eu/europeaid-safety-training/)
T&T the initiative

List of training is decided by EC service at the signature of the contract but there is a certain flexibility based on the needs.

The EC support to the pilot school is the result of a common interest by both institution for the Nuclear Safety and the willingness to cooperation on concrete activities.
As a consequence the IEAE, ENSTTI (contractor of EC) and EC have decided to work together. The main responsibility of the EC (T&T) is to financially support the first pilot course in Nice (INSC beneficiaries).

Depending of the results due consideration for follow-up activities
Conclusions

The success of T&T is growing

The "IEAE-EC "pilot school" is an evidence on the cooperation of both institutions which can react with flexibility.....

Good luck to ENSTTI in the implementation!
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